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MELAMINE Sheen range



When it comes to MELAMINE surface finishes 
don’t look past the market leader, polytec. 

Known as the innovator and leader for gloss surfaces in Australia, polytec was first to offer an 

affordable sheen MELAMINE look, with contemporary decors, to the discerning kitchen buyer.

With a complete range of 23 colours, 14 solid and 9 timberprints, polytec’s MELAMINE Sheen 

range is distinguished by it’s stunning glossy finish, smooth to touch and easy to clean. 

With a 7 year manufacturer’s warranty polytec’s aim is to provide the highest quality appearance 

in MELAMINE doors and panels. 

MELAMINE doors Gesso Lini Sheen. 

ALUMINIUM doors 42mm Brushed Aluminium frame with Frosted glass. 

LAMINATE bench top in Alpine Mist Matt.



Hemp Snowgum

Marina Grey

Cocoa Spruce

Rocco Lini
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Porcelain      

Caraway

Malt

Gesso Lini

Ash Zebrano

The colours and details shown in this 
brochure are to the highest standards in 
printing. However, they should only be 
used as an indication of actual product 
colour.  To order your free colour sample 
visit www.polytec.com.au

The use of our current colours samples 
gives the colour and finish that a customer 
would expect to receive.  polytec does 
not guarantee exact colour matches across 
product ranges due to colour variation in 
each product group.



MELAMINE doors in Classic White Sheen and New Barron Alder Sheen.

LAMINATE bench top in Pearl Fabrini Matt.



p 1300 300 547  f 1300 320 547  www.polytec.com.au

To order a free colour sample visit www.polytec.com.au or email samples@polytec.com.au   

COVER:  MELAMINE doors Gesso Lini Sheen and Rocco Lini Sheen. ALUMINIUM doors 42mm Brushed Aluminium frame with Frosted glass. LAMINATE bench top in Alpine Mist Matt.

BACK COVER: MELAMINE doors in Classic White Sheen and Shannon Oak Sheen.


